ODYSSEY SERIES
Odyssey manual printers are value priced industrial machines. While this is
our “Entry Level” machine, it's unlike any other in its price range. The Odyssey
line is ideal for startup operations such as Home Based Businesses, Sporting
Good Retailers and Embroidery Companies that want to add a screen printing
department. In addition to the rotary load style printers, Odyssey printers are
available in economical and specialty table top models as well. With the optional
cap, jacket, sign, coozie, sticker, and pocket attachments, this machine is the do
it all answer for any small to medium screen printing business.

Odyssey Freestanding Printer Models

Fine Thread Micro Registration
Easy to use X and Y
micro registration
knobs with nylon rod
ends are included for
tighter registration
and precise designs.

O-4400-M [4 colors-4 stations] part 10212
Expandable to 6 colors-6 stations. Max screen size: 32" (81cm)
Dimensions (Dia x Hgt): 98"(249cm) x 34-36"(86-91cm)

O-6400-M [6 colors-4 stations] part 10214
Expandable to 6 colors-6 stations. Max screen size: 23" (58cm)
Dimensions (Dia x Hgt): 98"(249cm) x 34-36"(86-91cm)

O-6600-O

The Odyssey bench model printers have a compact tabletop design with an
economical price point. This makes them great for start up shops or as a second
press to print short run jobs. These presses are light weight and very easy to travel
with. Take any of the Odyssey bench model presses to your next event for on-site
screen printing.

O-4100B [4 colors-1 station] part 10211

[6 colors-6 stations] part 10213

Max screen size: 23" (58cm)
Dimensions (Dia x Hgt): 98"(249cm) x 34-36"(86-91cm)

Odyssey Benchtop Printer Models

Large Diameter Center Shaft
The center shaft with
tapered bearings
allows for a smooth,
balanced operation
with quality in
every spin.

The O-4100B is our most popular table top press. This bench
model press gives you 4 color capability at a budget price. This
is the least expensive way to get into multiple-color printing.
Great for on-site printing at raceways, sporting events, trade
shows, concerts, fairs and any other place that people gather.
Max screen size: 32" (81cm)
Dimensions(L x W x H): 52"(132cm) x 33"(84cm) x 10"(25cm)

O-1100B [1 color-1 station] part 10210

Easy Load Platens

This machine is ideal for printing single color jobs
on shirts, sleeves, tote bags, name drops, tagless
labels, etc. without interrupting your large production
machines. Add a cap, jacket or vacuum attachment and
convert this machine into a dedicated special purpose
printer.

Platen changes are
lightening fast with
the Workhorse easy
load platen system.

Dimensions (L x W x H): 43"(109cm) x 18"(46cm) x 10"(25cm)

Adjustable Off Contact
With over 1 inch of
travel, you will always
have the perfect off
contact distance on
any substrate.

O-GP11 [1 color-1 station] part 10209
Diversify your business by printing coroplast
yard signs, heat transfers, bumper stickers,
window decals, other signs and more.
Simply depress the footswitch and the powerful
vacuum pump holds any flat stock securely without the
use of spray adhesive.
Dimensions (L x W x H): 43"(109cm) x 20"(51cm) x 10"(25cm)

Sturdy Tubular Steel Construction
Steel welded
construction is
designed to provide
a solid machine
with a lifetime
of accuracy.

Odyssey O-6400-M

Manual Printing Accessories
Screen printing is a versatile process, your business
should be as well. Our wide variety
of attachments allow you to print:
infant wear, youth wear, all over prints,
jackets, hats, sleeves, shorts and much,
much more.
Please call to get the right tool for the job.
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800.778.8779 : 602.437.2305

workhorseproducts.com
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